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The durable and convenient Montana and Wyoming EasyToFold state map will take all the wear

and tear your journey can dish out. The heavy-duty laminated design allows you to mark your route,

make notes, then wipe the surface clean for further use. This is a must-have for navigation whether

you're a state resident or just passing through. Easy to fold means no fumbling Heavy-duty

lamination allows you to write on, wipe off Durable and tear resistant Folds to display individual map

sections Full-color maps with enhanced cartography Clearly indicated highways, county boundaries,

points of interest, and more Quick-reference legend and city indexProduct DetailsDimensions: 9" x

4.25" folded; 18" x 17" unfolded.
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This map was really valuable on my trip to Glacier NP. It is very small, which makes it handier, but it

could be much larger. It would be great if it was this size but was only half montana one side and

half montana on the other side. Wyoming should have its own map seperate that you could get

instead. Either way it was great to have as service is very sparse in a lot of Montana. Lots of towns

and detail considering the small size. I am an old soul who really likes to use a map, but it was

pretty special seeing my millenial girlfriend with a flashlight and map out at night navigating by

landmarks, street names, and mile markers while I drove. Would buy again.

Only three stars because I expected a way more detailed map. I.e.you have the whole State



Wyoming on two pages size A4. Wyoming is nearly 3/4 the size of whole Germany. In Germany you

get a road Atlas of 100 pages and more. I did not expect that at all because the population is much

smaller in W. but I expected the map a little bit more detailed. There should be also a scale at the

map or at least it should be mentioned in the description of the map. The scale of Rand McNally

Wyoming map is 1:2,04 million or 1cm = 20,4km (1 inch = 32,3 miles) compared to a detailed

german map 1:0,2 million or 1cm = 2km. With such an information you know much better what you

will get in the end.Rand McNally maps getting always very good ratings. That's why I hope the map

size is good enough for the big size of the state?!The quality of the map looks really good to me!

What can I say? It's a well made laminated map. It works. I'll buy more for all my camping bags and

vehicles. I liked the old originals better but this will do.

I would have preferred a single plastic covered map of just Montana.

It is so handy to have. Paper maps are getting so difficult to find now that everyone THINKS that

everyone is using online maps or GPS. But we are usually up in the mountains when we suddenly

have questions about a little side road or what county we are in and real maps are what we want!

We recently got back from a trip to California where we could NOT find paper maps of the state

anywhere - so my new advice is order your maps before you leave home.

Real Easy to read

We had never been to Montana,but the map made it easy to locate my brother-in -law. We also

visited other interesting places.

This map is worthless & shouldn't even be sold. I was looking for a regular sized road map, seems

to be a difficult item to find item anymore. This one is only 17 inches by 18 inches with about 8

inches by ten inches of actual map of the states!
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